SGMA Implementation Grant Overview
Anticipated Solicitation Period: October – December 2022
Grant amounts: $1 million - $20 million
Total potentially available: $204.5 ($17m of that for San Joaquin only). Grant mgr suggests ranking our requests.
Match Requirement: None for Disadvantaged Communities
Anticipated Grant Period: Summer 2023 to 2027
Eligible Project Types:
1. Recharge/Conjunctive Use - Development of groundwater recharge projects with surface water, stormwater,
recycled water, and other conjunctive use projects.
2. Contamination Clean-up - Projects that prevent or clean up contamination of groundwater that serve as a
source of drinking water (Public Resources Code § 80146(a)).
3. Water use Efficiency/Supply Reliability - Projects and programs that support water supply reliability, water
conservation, and water use efficiency and water banking, exchange, and reclamation.
4. Recharge/Floodplain/Habitat investigation - Geophysical investigation(s) of groundwater basins to identify
recharge potential; early implementation of existing regional flood management plans that incorporate
groundwater recharge; or projects that would complement efforts of a local GSP, that provide for floodplain
expansion to benefit groundwater recharge or habitat.
5. Revisions, updates, and/or modifications to a GSP - The Project or Component must fill known data gaps and
address comments received from DWR after its review of a submitted GSP, if received. If the applicant has not
received comments from DWR on their GSP, the Project or Component must be consistent with SGMA
regulations and GSP requirements.
Eligible projects can include planning and implementation for projects included in the GSP.
Must demonstrate that the projects contributes to addressing the risks in the region to water supply and water
infrastructure arising from climate change.
Important notes on using grant funds for private-owner projects (e.g., irrigation efficiency improvements):




Access/Operation & Maintenance Requirements - In general, anything on private property must come with a
lien on the property, an access agreement, or an easement for the Grantee to provide O&M on whatever the
state/grant funds for a minimum of 15 years. Irrigation normally does not have a 15-year lifespan and would
require the landowner or the Grantee to replace/repair if it breaks down during that timeframe. Which is also
why the Grantee must maintain access to the property.
Public benefit - It cannot be just a private landowner benefitting from the activity. We would have to
demonstrate in the application that by private ranchers improving their irrigation the rest of the basin is
benefitting.

Grant Program Manager offered to review proposed project list to help strengthen, so time is of the essence.
Scoring/Evaluation Criteria Notes – The scoring tables are on the following pages.



Each component will be scored separately; then an average taken. So, one weak component can hurt.
Be clear about quantifiable benefits. Outreach/engagement. Small water systems, domestic well owners, human
right to water (7 out of the 30 points).

Evaluation/Scoring Criteria

